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X Ways Technology Can Help With High-Volume Recruiting Last summer, 

Amazon had 50, 000 open positions they needed to fill. To get the job done 

as efficiently as possible, Amazon created “ Amazon Jobs Day” – a one-day 

job fair hosted in select locations across the U. S. where Amazon recruiters 

gave on-the-spot job offers. It’s not too surprising the event was huge. As 

one of the largest companies in the world, Amazon doesn’t need to do much 

to entice candidates to come work for them. However, hiring any mass 

amount of employees at one time is challenging – no matter how big of a 

company you are. Whether you’re hiring one employee or 50, 000, you want 

to be sure you’re placing the right individual in your open position. When 

you’re getting hundreds of thousands of applicants for those open positions, 

it can seem nearly impossible to find the right people for your team. Luckily, 

recruitment has moved past manual CV screening and mass phone 

interviews. With technology, you’re able to make more intelligent candidate 

selections in high volume recruiting. Technology has changed the way you 

attract, vet, and get to know potential candidates, helping to make sure 

you’re connecting the right talent with the right positions at the right time – 

no matter how many positions you have to fill. Let’s take a look at how you 

can use technology to make your high-volume recruitment process as 

smooth as possible. But first, let’s cover the basics. What is High-Volume 

Recruiting? High-volume recruiting is a process that involves hiring a high 

number of employees in a short amount of time. In general, high-volume 

recruiting is needed when a company grows exponentially, during the 

holidays, or when opening a new location or office. There is no exact number
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that constitutes “ high-volume”. Instead, high-volume recruiting is 

characterized by any number larger than normal. 

For some companies, this may be in the dozens, while others, like Amazon, 

could be in the ten-thousands. The Challenges of High-Volume Recruiting 

Hiring in mass can feel daunting. When you’re trying to fill hundreds of 

positions at once, the typical challenges you face during recruiting are 

magnified. In order to ensure you’re selecting the right candidates and 

efficiently bringing them through the recruitment process, you need to be 

properly prepared. That means understanding exactly how high-volume 

recruiting is different from a traditional hiring process, as well as the unique 

challenges you’ll face. Here are just a few of the challenges a high-volume 

recruitment process can stir up. Time Restrictions On average, just one job 

posting can bring in 250 applicants. Now, imagine if you’re trying to hire for 

one hundred – or even one thousand – open positions. No matter how large 

your HR department is, you won’t be able to efficiently sift through those 

applications. 

There are just too many. Additionally, finding the time to phone screen all 

the qualified candidates who apply will just take up too much time. Add in in-

person interviews, trial projects, or additional screenings, and it could be 

months before you finally have all your positions filled. When hiring a large 

number of employees, your traditional recruitment process just doesn’t work.

Team Limits Anytime a company is in a scaling phase, the entire team feels 

a bit more pressure. This is especially true for company recruiters. The 

pressure is on the recruiters to find the right individuals to help the company
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grow. Typically, this means getting to know each individual to see how they 

might fit with the expectations, qualifications, and growth of the open 

position. Unfortunately, if your recruitment team is small, it’s just not 

possible for them to get to personally know thousands and thousands of 

potential candidates on that same level. Cost per Hire Screening, vetting, 

and interviewing potential candidates not only takes time – it also takes 

money. When you’re hiring in mass, that expense grows exponentially. The 

cost to hire an employee needs to consider more than just the salary you’re 

going to offer. You also need to think about the cost of posting on various job

boards, reviewing applicants, and screening different candidates. Those 

same costs still exist when you’re hiring hundreds or thousands of 

employees – they’re just much, much higher. Staying Organized When you’re

hiring just one individual, it’s easier to understand where you are in the 

recruitment process. 

With just a few candidates to connect with, you may not need an advanced 

system to remember who is coming in for an interview and when. But 

imagine trying to mentally keep track of thousands of candidates’ resumes, 

communication, and interview times. When you’re working with this many 

potential hires, it’s easy for something to get lost – and it could mean 

missing out on a perfect fit for one of your open positions. Candidate 

Experience The recruitment process is a two-way street. While a candidate 

might initially be interested in working for your business, they may lose 

interest if they don’t enjoy the hiring experience. The candidate experience 

typically involves clear communication throughout the hiring process, as well
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as a unique and personalized approach to each interview or meeting. 

Essentially, a candidate’s experience during the hiring process can make 

them feel welcome and excited about working for the company. However, 

when you have mass numbers of candidates to try to thrill, it’s just another 

item on your recruiter’s plate. Unfortunately, a candidate experience can be 

so poor that not only will an applicant no longer want to work with you, but if

they’re a customer, they may reconsider purchasing from you in the future. 

High-volume recruitment challenges appear at every stage of the 

recruitment funnel. If you’re not properly prepared, this means you could 

miss out on the best candidates – a mistake that could cost you as much as 

$240, 000. Overcoming High-Volume Recruiting Challenges with 

TechnologyIf you’re starting to feel overwhelmed by the thought of a high-

volume recruiting process, don’t fret. Technology can help you make high-

volume recruiting a more manageable task. 

Different tools, apps, and tech-based processes can come in at any step of 

the recruitment funnel – helping to pick up the slack where you need it most.

Most probably, you are already using an Applicant Tracking System (ATS), 

which is a crucial component for staying organized during high-volume 

recruitment. Not only can an ATS keep all a candidate’s paperwork and 

documents in one place, but it also allows you to easily see which applicants 

are the best matches for your open position. However, there are more 

advanced ways how you can use tech to make your high-volume recruiting 

as efficient as possible. Here are a few. Start with Sourcing Attracting the 

right candidates is the first step in creating a successful recruitment process.
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When hiring just one individual, that means weeding through dozens or even

hundreds of applicants to find the one you think fits best. Unfortunately, this 

same approach doesn’t work with mass recruitment. When hiring in high 

volumes, you need more than just one great applicant – you need hundreds. 

Technology can help you source great candidates, so you’re working with a 

better pool of applicants from the start. 

There are a variety of ways you can use technology to attract high-quality 

applicants and convince them to apply. Here are some of the most 

beneficial. Programmatic AdvertisingProgrammatic advertising is a 

recruitment marketing tactic that is growing in popularity. Through partaking

in the bid-based marketplace, you’re able to advertise for your job openings 

in a more cost-efficient manner. Unlike traditional online advertising, 

programmatic advertising uses predetermined rules and data to make 

buying decisions. This means you’re able to show your job ads at the right 

time to the right people, without needing to worry about outdated 

information appearing in front of your candidates. Chatbots Chatbots are 

growing rather quickly in the customer service and client communication 

world, and there is no reason those same systems shouldn’t translate into 

recruiting. The AI within chatbots is so advanced conversations feel natural. 

This means a chatbot can easily take over some of the vetting and screening

of new applicants and candidates. For example, it can find out the 

availability of the applicant or if they have the right work permit. Recruiters 

can then use the chatbot’s data to find the best candidates to move forward 

– without needing to dedicate time of their own. Optimize Your Job Page for 
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Conversions Search Engine Optimization and keywords aren’t only for the 

marketing department. They should also be used when creating job 

descriptions and career pages. Your job description needs to go beyond just 

educating the public about your open position. It needs to make qualified 

candidates want to apply. To do so, you need to include optimized, dynamic 

content such as videos, maps, or even comments and chats. 

AI tools such as TapRecruit Smart Editor can help make your job descriptions

more interesting, appealing, and optimized for search. When the right people

can find your listing and are compelled to apply, you’ll have better 

candidates throughout the entire recruitment process. Selecting the Right 

Employees When it comes time to make a hiring decision, it’s easy to feel 

overwhelmed. When you have thousands of applicants and qualified 

candidates to choose from, it can be complicated to truly see who is the right

hire. There are also a number of complications you may run into when 

selecting employees, such as biases or prejudices. Depending on the 

individual making the choices, you may not end up with the right people in 

your open positions. The right AI tool can take the biases out of selecting the

right employees. Through using an automated pre-employment assessment 

software, such as Harver, you’re able to give each candidate a fair and even 

chance. Hiring the Right Team MembersHiring hundreds or even thousands 

of employees at once means you’ll have a lot of paperwork coming your way.

These documents are incredibly important to ensuring the onboarding 

process is as smooth as possible. 
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A document automation system, e. g. Xerox Workflow Automation Solution 

can assist your recruitment team in sending out forms, collecting responses, 

and keeping them organized for you. This means you don’t need to worry 

about losing track of sensitive employee content. Onboarding Your New 

Team The recruitment process doesn’t end when candidates accept their job 

offers. You also need to guarantee your new team members are getting the 

information, training, and attention they need to be successful in their new 

position. Typically, when hiring in mass, you can’t implement the same 

onboarding strategies you might use when bringing in just one new 

employee. Thankfully, technology can make it easier to get everyone the 

information and care they need to make onboarding a breeze. Onboarding 

software such as BambooHR can create a cohesive and detailed roadmap for

bringing on your new hires, while still remaining cost efficient and 

productive. 

By using an onboarding app or tool, new hires can run through modules, 

connect with team members, and get fully trained so they’re ready to go. 

The Future of Technology in High-Volume Recruiting Technology is making it 

easier and easier for teams, applicants, and job candidates to connect. 

Whether you’re hiring one new employee or you’re looking to add thousands 

of individuals to your staff, it’s important to have the proper systems in place

to make the process as easy as possible. However, technology is always 

evolving. Systems change, new developments are introduced, and the way 

we get things done shifts. To ensure your high-volume recruitment process is

staying as efficient as possible, you want to be sure you’re staying on top of 
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all the new tech. Before you begin a high-volume recruitment project, take a 

look at the areas you may need to support the most. By reinforcing your 

weak areas with innovative apps or tools, you can attract, convert, and 

onboard the best individuals for your current job openings. 
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